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Dedicated dedicated allotted dedicated dedicated dedicated dedicated massive effects of the 'gt; General Discussion of the Details of the Details How to Install Controller Support? I played this game and it was wonderful. I recommended it to my brother who wouldn't play without the support of the controller. I,, for an hour, tried to install this mod on the game
and I have no idea what I'm doing. I downloaded it three times in several different places and retrieved everywhere and copied and stuffed in different folders. I'm afraid I'm going to break the game. Someone tell me how to do it because the three steps posted on the fashion site doesn't make sense to me. Note: This is only to be used to report spam,
advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. ME1Controller is a mod for Mass Effect created by Dybuk. Description: This mod adds full support to the XBOX 360 controller to play Mass Effect 1. The Mass Effect
game comes with all the original INTERFACEs of the XBOX controller, but in a very broken state with some functionality removed. This mod fixes these problems and redirects functions when needed. MOD switches to use all xbox user interfaces, except for mini-games/loads and settings. These exceptions have been adjusted to work with the controller.
Installing this mod will disrupt some elements of the keyboard and support the mouse. The console will work fine. If you want to play with a keyboard and mouse, remove this mod. ME3Explorer forum link. INSTALLATION OF IMPORTANT: There are two DIRECTORIES. One in your user profile, one in the game catalog. Installation order: ME1 --gt; DLC
(optional) - ME1Controller - MEUITM or other textures (optional) 1. Start the game at least once to create a game profile settings. 2. Remove files from the archive using winrar or 7-zip. 3. Copy the contents of Config (Reserve Originals First) to : C: 'lt;Username'gt;Users BioWareMass EffectConfig IMPORTANT: DO NOT copy these files in the game folder,
they must enter the user profile. If you see default, you're copying it in the wrong place. IMPORTANT: These files are labeled as soon as read to prevent the game from changing them to launch. If you want to change them, you have to change them back to read just before you start the game. 4. Copy the contents of the Mass Effect catalog into an installation
catalog that redefines the originals (prepare them first). These files should override the original files. Examples of directories: Steam: C: Program Files (x86)Steam-steamapps or Origin: C: (x86) Games of Origin 5. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to customize the resolution and zlt;/name attitude to 16:9 Common problems - No power wheel appears; I can't put
points in statistics; Low sensitivity when aiming; The log entries don't work you copied the config correctly, but you haven't overthinked the binary game. I can't rob containers. You ignored the instructions and you copied the config into the game folder (the one with all the files. They must be copied to the user's profile. - No controller hints at all you have not
copied the config correctly. Or config files are not copied as readonly right click on them and make sure they are labeled as readonly. - The controller is not working, can not pass by the Press Start. This mod will only work against the main Xinput controller. Make sure you don't have other XInput wrappers or controllers attached. - You can't turn off the
vibrations of the controller, the disconnection option doesn't work through the menu. The files from here should help disable the vibrations. - Parts of HUD are cut off. This mod does not support a 4:3 resolution. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to change before 4:9 p.m. - Inverted controls, Sensitivity, dead zone. For some reason, some users complain about the
inverted control and are unable to change the sensitivity using the method below. Open Configa/BIOInput.ini Look for: Snaps (Name, XboxTypeS_LeftX, CommandSup StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_X 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_X 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name
XboxTypeS_LeftY, CommandSup moveForwardBack 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_Y -1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_Y 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightX, CommandUp CameraTurnLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_X 1.0 0.2)
Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightY, Team Repeat CameraLookUpDown 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_Y 1.0 0.2) Left for left stick, right on right stick. X for X axis, Y for axis Y. Taking the first as an example: StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2 The first number is sensitivity. Changing it below 1.0 will reduce sensitivity. Adding a - invert the axis
(e.g. -1.0). The second number is the dead zone. Increasing this number will increase the deadzone controller. REMEMBER set the bioinput.ini file back on the read just before you run the game. Update: Sunday, January 20, 2019 Genre: RPG File Size: 81.8MB Report problems with downloading to page 2 Here, you can legally download free games for your
computer and laptop: full video games and free demos of the best titles around. We recommend the following titles: Euro Truck Simulator 2, Command : Red Alert, BeamNG.drive, Spider-Man 2: The Game, Need for Speed: Most Wanted Volvo: The Game, Minecraft, Postal 2, Command и Conquer: Tiberian &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; Spintires.Our library
currently contains 2010 files full of games and demos. Enjoy! Page 3 This site contains fashions, free game changes created by fans, and official additions for your favorite titles. These mods will make your game dough, add new mechanics, locations, characters and game modes. Our database contains 9,362 files with mods and game add-ons. This week's
most popular fashions are: Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Grand Theft Auto V, Need for Speed: Underground 2, Command - Conquer: Red Alert 2 - Yuri's Revenge, Grand Theft Auto IV, Need for Speed Carbon, Gothic II: Night of the Raven, Gothic, Total War: Attila. Page 4 Here, you can find patches that will improve the
performance of your games. Patches and updates are official updates created by game developers that fix bugs and introduce new gameplay features. Patches only work with original retail versions of the games. Our database contains 3,043 files with patches and updates. The most popular patches this week are: Agriculture Simulator 19, Agriculture
Simulator 17, Euro Truck Simulator 2, Agriculture Simulator 15, Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Gothic 3, Grand Theft Auto IV, Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, Incredible Hulk (2008), Mount Blade: Warband. Page 5 Software included in this section is very useful in your computer's daily application. It was divided into several categories, including: security
(antivirus and firewall software, among others), system tools (improving Windows systems) and audio video (everything you need to play audio and video files on your computer). For gamers, this is a special category that contains software that is mandatory for players, such as GPU drivers, game console emulation software, and customers for a variety of
digital distribution platforms (such as Steam, Uplay, and Origin). In the Software category, you can find utility software available for free (not for commercial use) that can improve your computer's performance in many ways. The software includes codec packages, must play all types of movies, communicators, internet browsers, apps for opening and/or
editing audio files and video clips, data download managers, etc. These include: driver packs needed to get most of Radeon and GeForce's GPUs, hardware platform emulators (virtual computers and consoles - both new and old), apps that improve your performance In video games, tools for creating/changing games, software to customize controllers (such
as gamepads) etc. Software sharing our page is mainly designed for personal computers running on Windows systems. There are both free full versions (free software) and trials (shareware). Page 6 This section of our downloads is dedicated to helping you complete very difficult games, or just just new features in gameplay. God's Mode, Invisibility,
Immortality? We got it! Welcome to our collection of game coaches. Page 7 Trainers for Games whose titles start with the most popular trainers: 7 days to die, 60 seconds!, 7 Sins, 007: Bloodstone, 007 Legends, 112 Operator, 7554: Glorious Memories Revived, 4 Elements, 18 Wheels of Steel: Convoy, 4x4 Evolution 2 - A B B F G H J K L P S T U V W X X Y
- Mass Effect 1 Controller Support (Power Wheel) Requirements This mod has no known known dependencies other than the game. Skip the dialogue without choosing the answer only works with this mod of Permits and credits - Moonshine for his work on ME2 and ME3, which inspired me to do this MOD.- Heff for all its techincal support.- Machine4578
and eezonaut there relentless enthusiasm and testing.- BarderothReturns for its config only mod that found all the xbox interfaces that have not been broken. daninthemix, MotokoKusanagi34, b3ft, Gikoku, Daiyus, rjms1974, Mivey and arkhamtheknight2.- The creators of the tools used: ME1Explorer, JPEXS Free Flash Decompiler and UE Explorer. This mod
is not chosen in receiving Donation Points Mirror Changelogs - Removing MEUITM melons and updating instructions. - Changes the undo button on the back on the load/save screen. Now it has to be localized. - Fixes hud layout during some sections of the game where the user interface will appear behind the radar. As, for example, when deactivating
demolition fees. - Changes quasar ui to be one of the xbox. - Reduces the size of the subtitle font and the conversation wheel to match the PC version. Size from 22 to 16. 1.1.1 Release Notes - Changes the behavior of the X/B button when drawing/holstering your weapon. Now this should work like an xbox. - Adds an out-of-combat speed boost when
holding the A button (not just changing the angle of the camera). 1.1.0 Release Notes - Adding a 50% drop in sensitivity to the right stick while increasing inches to 1.0.1 Release Notes - Further settings to correct errors in tutorial lines. - Fixes a glitch that was possible by selecting Mark all how to view from the log when the mission or assignment is being
expanded. 1.0.0 Release Notes - Corrects the oddities of Mako management introduced by sensitivity changes in 0.3.0. - Reduces the conversation of deadzone wheels a bit (0.25 to 0.2) - Fixes cursor cards for controllers that enter their own deadzone (think nvidia shield) - Fixes the sensitivity control card for different frame rates. 0.3.0 Release Notes - The
sensitivity of the controller for camera movement has changed depending on the frame rate. The higher the frame rate, the more sensitive the stick. During the game, the delta time is not counted. This explains the differences in peoples about the sensitivity of the controller. I tweaked the math, so he has to now take that into account. - - Around the initial
press message, which was added in the last issue, it fixes the wheel of the conversation, so no option is chosen when the left stick is at rest. - Adds button shortcuts (A, B, X) for options when you start a mini-game of decryption. - Adds additional control over the deciphering of the mini-game. The left stick now works like a DPad. A moves toward the core,
and the B departs from the core - updates the icons on the scoreboard of the Pinnacle station to be correct icons of the controller. 0.2.0 Release Notes - Allow the user to enter a user's name while creating a character. A keyboard is required. - Removed back buttom from flight control (aka pause menu) and replaced with a Summary button from XBOX360
Flight Control. - The buttons have been removed from the load/save screen. They have been replaced by a controller bar. - Added around the controller buttons in training messages. A few updates to the training messages. - Switched grip over to 7za. 0.1.0 Release Notes - removes the inverted Y axis by default. - Fixes DPad squad orders for match xbox
360 controls. - Corrects the conversation Dead'one issue in the conversation wheel. - First beta release 0.0.14 Release Notes - Changes the way Mackino zoom works to be like the XBOX360. This can be a risky change because I use a class variable called m_nCurConvSelection to hold the zoom state. I guess this variable doesn't work outside of the
conversation. Fingers crossed. 0.0.13 Relaase Notes - Fixes intermittent card-viewing failure (hopefully). 0.0.12 Release Notes - Switches mission computer (aka pause screen) controls to work with the left stick in the same way as the conversation wheel instead of using DPad emulation. As it would be on the XBOX 360. 0.0.11 Release Notes - Allows you to
play the quasar game in the back of the Flux with a controller. - Allows mini-games to activate the laser to keep Liara from being undone. - Allows you to better control mini-games to activate the VI on Noveria. 0.0.10 Release Notes - Fixes the accidental display of mako engines on the Y button - Fixes the problems that players face when selling items in the
store. 0.0.9 Release Notes - Correcting Training Messages for Femshep. 0.0.8 Release Notes - Mako Switch thrust to button A. Button X should be for departure and return to Normandy. Updated training messages to reflect controller commands. 0.0.7 Release Notes - Fix an icon that is not updated when xmods is not installed. - Fixes the vague text on the
screen xmod 0.0.6 Release Notes - Fixes with a left and right analog stick inside the map screen - increases the sensitivity of the right analogue for aiming. 0.0.5 Notes Release - Fixes the right analog scroll on the inventory screen. - Fixes the right analog scroll on the map of the galaxy. - Fixes the problems of the dead zone on the map of the galaxy. 0.0.4
Release Notes - Corrections problems for some controllers. 0.0.3 Release Notes - Uninstalling xmods will now work, but the icon won't show up empty. Still in need of work. - Removed debugging when pressed by LB and RB. - The ability to mark the displayed power with RB when out of combat has been removed. 0.0.2 Release Notes - Added LB crane for
the last weapon switch. - Added RB crane for displayed power - switch around the keys for the xbox original card and add Mako engines. - DESIGNER_UI back to the PC version. Looks like it was another mini-game to perform things like activating a mining drill to save Liara. This mod adds full support to the XBOX 360 controller to play Mass Effect 1. The
Mass Effect game comes with all the original INTERFACEs of the XBOX controller, but in a very broken state with some functionality removed. This mod fixes these problems and redirects functions when needed. MOD switches to use all xbox user interfaces, except for mini-games/loads and settings. These exceptions have been adjusted to work with the
controller. Installing this mod will disrupt some elements of the keyboard and support the mouse. The console will work fine. If you want to play with a keyboard and mouse, remove this mod. ME3Explorer Forum link.1.2.2 Release Notes- Removal of MEUITM diesel files and updated instructions. InstallationIMPORTANT: There are two DIRECTORIES. One in
your user profile, one in the game catalog. Installation order: ME1 --gt; DLC (optional) - ME1Controller - MEUITM or other textures (optional)1. Start the game at least once to create game profile settings.2 Remove files from the archive using winrar or 7-zip.3. Copy The contents of Config (Reserve Originals First) to : C: Users (User) If you see default, you're
copying it in the wrong place. IMPORTANT: These files are labeled as soon as read to prevent the game from changing them to launch. If you want to change them, you can change them back to read just before you start game.4. Copy the contents of the Mass Effect catalog to the installation catalog that redefines the originals (First prepare them). These
files should override the original files. Examples of directories :Steam: C: Program Files (x86)Steam-steamapps-commonorOrigin: C: Program Files (x86)Origin Games5. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to establish aspect solution and relationship to 16:9Common problems- No power wheel appears; I can't put points in statistics; Low sensitivity when aiming; The
log entries don't worky copied config correctly, but you don't Binary game--can't rob containers. You ignored the instructions and you copied the config into the game folder (the one with all the files. They must be copied into the user's profile. you didn't copy the config correctly. Or config files are not copied as readonly right click on them and make sure they
are labeled as readonly.- The controller does not work, can not pass the press start. This mod will only work against the main Xinput controller. Check you don't have other XInput wrappers or controllers attached.- Can't disable the vibration controller Disconnecting option doesn't work through the menu. The files from here should help disable the vibrations. -
Parts of HUD are cut off. This mod does not support a 4:3 resolution. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to change to 16:9.- Inverted controls, sensitivity, dead zone. For some reason, some users complain about the inverted control and are unable to change the sensitivity using the method below. Open Configa/BIOInput.ini Ikeun for:Link (Name, XboxTypeS_LeftX,
CommandSup StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_X 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_X 0.35 0.2) Snaps (name XboxTypeS_LeftY, CommandUp MoveForwardBack 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_Y -1.0 0.2
Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_Y 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightX, TeamUp Up CameraTurnLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_X 1.0 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightY, TeamUp CameraLookUpDown 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_Y 1.0 0.2) Left for the left stick,
right on the right stick. X for X Axis, Y for Y Axis.Taking first as an example:StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2First number is sensitivity. Changing it below 1.0 will reduce sensitivity. Adding a - invert the axis (e.g. -1.0). The second number is the dead zone. Increasing this number will increase the deadzone controller. REMEMBER set the bioinput.ini file back on the read
just before you run the game. Is VideoStill struggling with installation? Try watching this video from Stiff Kun (my thanks). ControlsThis mod uses the same controls as the Xbox 360. You can find them here. Mass Effect 2'3Seste the Xbox 360 MOD Controller for Mass Effect 2 and 3 on moonshine can be found here: Mass Effect 2Mass Effect 3 SettingsIf you
want to adjust the sensitivity of the controller. Open bioinput.ini and modify:LookRightScale-24LookUpScale-20Dossion Y can be inverted in the settings menu. Be sure to install the bioinput.ini file back in read just before you run the game. Page 2 View as Simple Text, and 1.2.2.2. By Dybuk and this mod adds full support to the XBOX 360 controller to play
Mass Effect 1. Mass Effect game comes with all the original XBOX controllers but in a very broken state with some functionality removed. This mod fixes these problems and redirects functions when needed. MOD switches to use all xbox user interfaces, except for mini-games/loads and settings. These exceptions have been adjusted to work with the
controller. Installing this mod will disrupt some elements of the keyboard and support the mouse. The console will work fine. If you want to play with a keyboard and mouse, remove this mod. ME3Explorer Link: Nexus Link: 1.2.2 Release Notes ------------------- - deleting MEUITM files and updating instructions. Installation ------------ IMPORTANT: There are two
DIRECTORIES. One in your user profile, one in the game catalog. Installation order: ME1 --gt; DLC (optional) - ME1Controller - MEUITM or other textures (optional) 1. Start the game at least once to create a game profile settings. 2. Remove files from the archive using winrar or 7-zip. 3. Copy The contents of Config (Reserve Originals First) to : C: Users
BioWareMass EffectConfig IMPORTANT: DO NOT copy these files in the game folder, they must enter the user profile. If you see Default.ini, you copy it in the wrong place. IMPORTANT: These files are labeled as soon as read to prevent the game from changing them to launch. If you want to change them, you have to change them back to read just before
you start the game. 4. Copy the contents of the Mass Effect catalog into an installation catalog that redefines the originals (prepare them first). These files should override the original files. Examples of directories: Steam: C: Program Files (x86)Steam-steamapps or Origin: C: Program Files (x86) Origin Games 5. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to set the resolution
and ratio of the sides to 16:9 Common problems --------------- - the power wheel does not appear; I can't put points in statistics; Low sensitivity when aiming; The log entries don't work you copied the config correctly, but you haven't overthinked the binary game. I can't rob containers. You ignored the instructions and you copied the config into the game folder
(one with all default.ini files). They must be copied to the user's profile. - No controller hints at all you have not copied the config correctly. Or config files are not copied as readonly right click on them and make sure they are labeled as readonly. - The controller is not working, can not pass by the Press Start. This mod will only work against the main Xinput
controller. Make sure you don't have other XInput wrappers or controllers attached. - You can't turn off the vibrations of the controller Through the menu. Garbage cans from here should help turn off the vibrations. - Parts of HUD are cut off. This mod does not support a 4:3 resolution. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to change before 4:9 p.m. - Inverted controls,
Sensitivity, dead zone. For some reason, some users complain about the inverted control and are unable to change the sensitivity using the method below. Open Configa/BIOInput.ini Look for: Snaps (Name, XboxTypeS_LeftX, CommandSup StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_X 1.0 0.2
Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_X 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_LeftY, CommandSup moveForwardBack 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_Y -1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_Y 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightX, CommandUp
CameraTurnLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_X 1.0 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightY, Team Repeat CameraLookUpDown 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_Y 1.0 0.2) Left for left stick, right on right stick. X for X axis, Y for axis Y. Taking the first as an example: StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2 The first
number is sensitivity. Changing it below 1.0 will reduce sensitivity. Adding a - invert the axis (e.g. -1.0). The second number is the dead zone. Increasing this number will increase the deadzone controller. REMEMBER set the bioinput.ini file back on the read just before you run the game. Installing a video ------------------ still struggling with installation? Try
watching this video from Stiff Kun (my thanks). control -------- this mod uses the same controls as the Xbox 360. They can be found here: Mass Effect 2'3 --------------- Excellent XBOX 360 MOD Controller for Mass Effect 2 and 3 on moonshine can be found here: Setting up ------------- If you want to adjust the sensitivity of the controller. Open bioinput.ini and
change: LookRightScale-24 LookUpScale-20 axis Y can be inverted in the settings menu. REMEMBER set the bioinput.ini file back on the read just before you run the game. Thanks to ------ - moonshine for his work on ME2 and ME3, which inspired me to make this mod. - Heff for all his technical support. - Machine4578 and eezonaut there is relentless
enthusiasm and trials. - BarderothReturns for its config-only mod that found all xbox interfaces that were not broken. - For additional testing: libm, daninthemix, MotokoKusanagi34, b3ft, Gikoku, Daiyus, rjms1974, Mivey and arkhamtheknight2. - Tools used: ME1Explorer, JPEXS Free Decompiler, UE Explorer and Gildor tools. Previous releases -----------------
1.2.1 Issue Issue - Changes the undo button on the back on the load/save screen. Now it has to be localized. 1.2.0 Release Notes - Corrects the HUD layout during certain sections of the game where the user interface appears behind the radar. As, for example, when deactivating demolition fees. - Changes quasar ui to be one of the xbox. - Reduces the size
of the subtitle font and the conversation wheel to match the PC version. Size from 22 to 16. 1.1.1 Release Notes - Changes the behavior of the X/B button when drawing/holstering your weapon. Now this should work like an xbox. - Adds an out-of-combat speed boost when holding the A button (not just changing the angle of the camera). 1.1.0 Release Notes
- Adding a 50% drop in sensitivity to the right stick while increasing inches to 1.0.1 Release Notes - Further settings to correct errors in tutorial lines. - Fixes a glitch that was possible by selecting Mark all how to view from the log when the mission or assignment is being expanded. 1.0.0 Release Notes - Corrects the oddities of Mako management introduced
by sensitivity changes in 0.3.0. - Reduces the conversation of deadzone wheels a bit (0.25 to 0.2) - Fixes cursor cards for controllers that enter their own deadzone (think nvidia shield) - Fixes the sensitivity control card for different frame rates. 0.3.0 Release Notes - The sensitivity of the controller for camera movement has changed depending on the frame
rate. The higher the frame rate, the more sensitive the stick. During the game, the delta time is not counted. This explains the differences in people's opinions about the sensitivity of the controller. I tweaked the math, so he has to now take that into account. - Removes the Click to start message that was added in the last issue - fixes the conversation wheel,
so no option is chosen when the left wand is at rest. - Adds button shortcuts (A, B, X) for options when you start a mini-game of decryption. - Adds additional control over the deciphering of the mini-game. The left stick now works like a DPad. A moves toward the core, and the B departs from the core - updates the icons on the scoreboard of the Pinnacle
station to be correct icons of the controller. 0.2.0 Release Notes - Allow the user to enter a user's name while creating a character. A keyboard is required. - Removed back buttom from flight control (aka pause menu) and replaced with a Summary button from XBOX360 Flight Control. - The buttons have been removed from the load/save screen. They have
been replaced by a controller bar. - Added around the controller buttons in training messages. A few updates to the training messages. - Switched grip over to 7za. 0.1.0 Release Notes - removes the inverted Y axis by default. - Fixes DPad squad orders for match xbox 360 items - Corrects the conversation Dead'one issue in the conversation wheel. - First
beta release 0.0.14 Release Notes - Changes the way Mako Mako zooms be like the XBOX360. This can be a risky change because I use a class variable called m_nCurConvSelection to hold the zoom state. I guess this variable doesn't work outside of the conversation. Fingers crossed. 0.0.13 Relaase Notes - Fixes intermittent card-viewing failure
(hopefully). 0.0.12 Release Notes - Switches mission computer (aka pause screen) controls to work with the left stick in the same way as the conversation wheel instead of using DPad emulation. As it would be on the XBOX 360. 0.0.11 Release Notes - Allows you to play the quasar game in the back of the Flux with a controller. - Allows mini-games to
activate the laser to keep Liara from being undone. - Allows you to better control mini-games to activate the VI on Noveria. 0.0.10 Release Notes - Fixes the accidental display of mako engines on the Y button - Fixes the problems that players face when selling items in the store. 0.0.9 Release Notes - Correcting Training Messages for Femshep. 0.0.8
Release Notes - Mako Switch thrust to button A. Button X should be for departure and return to Normandy. Updated training messages to reflect controller commands. 0.0.7 Release Notes - Fix an icon that is not updated when xmods is not installed. - Fixes the vague text on the screen xmod 0.0.6 Release Notes - Fixes with a left and right analog stick inside
the map screen - increases the sensitivity of the right analogue for aiming. 0.0.5 Release Notes - Fixes the right analog scroll on the inventory screen. - Fixes the right analog scroll on the map of the galaxy. - Fixes the problems of the dead zone on the map of the galaxy. 0.0.4 Release Notes - Fixes sensitivity issues for some controllers. 0.0.3 Release Notes
- Uninstalling xmods will now work, but the icon won't show up empty. Still in need of work. - Removed debugging when pressed by LB and RB. - The ability to mark the displayed power with RB when out of combat has been removed. 0.0.2 Release Notes - Added LB crane for the last weapon switch. - Added RB crane for displayed power - switch around the
keys for the xbox original card and add Mako engines. - DESIGNER_UI back to the PC version. Looks like it was another mini-game to perform things like activating a mining drill to save Liara.Page 3 Video WolfieGGnS (my thanks) Page 4 videogame_asset My games When logged in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this
menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View All Games (1,090) Page 5 View Image Downloaded at 15:51 26 August 2015 Image View Uploaded at 11:26 15 January 2017 View Downloaded at 15:47 August 2015 Image View Uploaded at 15:47 August 26, 2015 Image View Uploaded at 15:47 August 2015 Image View Uploaded at 15:51 26
August 2015 Page 6 videogame_asset My Games Entered The System, You Can Choose Up to 12 Games, that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. See all the games Page 7 videogame_asset My Games When Logged, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to
see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 8 videogame_asset My Games When Logged In, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 9 videogame_asset My games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be
displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 10 videogame_asset My games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 11 Mass Effect 1 Controller Support (Power
Wheel) Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Skip the dialogue without choosing the answer only works with this mod of Permits and credits - Moonshine for his work on ME2 and ME3, which inspired me to do this MOD.- Heff for all its techincal support.- Machine4578 and eezonaut there relentless enthusiasm and
testing.- BarderothReturns for its config only mod that found all the xbox interfaces that have not been broken. daninthemix, MotokoKusanagi34, b3ft, Gikoku, Daiyus, rjms1974, Mivey and arkhamtheknight2.- The creators of the tools used: ME1Explorer, JPEXS Free Flash Decompiler and UE Explorer. This mod is not chosen in receiving Donation Points
Mirror Changelogs - Removing MEUITM melons and updating instructions. - Changes the undo button on the back on the load/save screen. Now it has to be localized. - Fixes hud layout during some sections of the game where the user interface will appear behind the radar. As, for example, when deactivating demolition fees. - Changes quasar ui to be one
of the xbox. - Reduces the size of the subtitle font and the conversation wheel to match the PC version. Size from 22 to 16. 1.1.1 Release Notes - Changes the behavior of the X/B button when drawing/holstering your weapon. Now this should work like an xbox. - Adds an out-of-combat speed boost when holding the A button (not just changing the angle of
the camera). 1.1.0 Release Notes - Adding a 50% drop in sensitivity to the right stick while increasing inches to 1.0.1 Release Notes - Further settings to correct errors in tutorial lines. - Fixes a glitch that was possible by selecting Mark all how to view from the log when the mission or assignment is being expanded. 1.0.0 Release Notes - Corrects the oddities
of Mako management introduced by sensitivity changes in 0.3.0. - conversation wheels deadzone a little (0.25 to 0.2) - Fixes cursor cards for controllers that enter their own deadzone (think nvidia shield) - Fixes the sensitivity control card for different frame rates. Frames. Release Notes - The sensitivity of the controller for camera movement is changed
depending on the frame rate. The higher the frame rate, the more sensitive the stick. During the game, the delta time is not counted. This explains the differences in people's opinions about the sensitivity of the controller. I tweaked the math, so he has to now take that into account. - Removes the Click to start message that was added in the last issue - fixes
the conversation wheel, so no option is chosen when the left wand is at rest. - Adds button shortcuts (A, B, X) for options when you start a mini-game of decryption. - Adds additional control over the deciphering of the mini-game. The left stick now works like a DPad. A moves toward the core, and the B departs from the core - updates the icons on the
scoreboard of the Pinnacle station to be correct icons of the controller. 0.2.0 Release Notes - Allow the user to enter a user's name while creating a character. A keyboard is required. - Removed back buttom from flight control (aka pause menu) and replaced with a Summary button from XBOX360 Flight Control. - The buttons have been removed from the
load/save screen. They have been replaced by a controller bar. - Added around the controller buttons in training messages. A few updates to the training messages. - Switched grip over to 7za. 0.1.0 Release Notes - removes the inverted Y axis by default. - Fixes DPad squad orders for match xbox 360 controls. - Corrects the conversation Dead'one issue in
the conversation wheel. - First beta release 0.0.14 Release Notes - Changes the way Mackino zoom works to be like the XBOX360. This can be a risky change because I use a class variable called m_nCurConvSelection to hold the zoom state. I guess this variable doesn't work outside of the conversation. Fingers crossed. 0.0.13 Relaase Notes - Fixes
intermittent card-viewing failure (hopefully). 0.0.12 Release Notes - Switches mission computer (aka pause screen) controls to work with the left stick in the same way as the conversation wheel instead of using DPad emulation. As it would be on the XBOX 360. 0.0.11 Release Notes - Allows you to play the quasar game in the back of the Flux with a
controller. - Allows mini-games to activate the laser to keep Liara from being undone. - Allows you to better control mini-games to activate the VI on Noveria. 0.0.10 Release Notes - Fixes the accidental display of mako engines on the Y button - Fixes the problems that players face when selling items in the store. 0.0.9 Release Notes - Correcting Training
Messages for Femshep. 0.0.8 Release Notes - Mako Switch thrust to button A. Button X should be for departure and return to Normandy. Updated training to reflect the controller commands. 0.0.7 Release Notes - Fix an icon that is not updated when xmods is not installed. Fixes The text on the xmod 0.0.6 Release Notes - Fixes the left and right analog stick
inside the map screen - increases the right analog sensitivity for aiming. 0.0.5 Release Notes - Fixes the right analog scroll on the inventory screen. - Fixes the right analog scroll on the map of the galaxy. - Fixes the problems of the dead zone on the map of the galaxy. 0.0.4 Release Notes - Fixes sensitivity issues for some controllers. 0.0.3 Release Notes -
Uninstalling xmods will now work, but the icon won't show up empty. Still in need of work. - Removed debugging when pressed by LB and RB. - The ability to mark the displayed power with RB when out of combat has been removed. 0.0.2 Release Notes - Added LB crane for the last weapon switch. - Added RB crane for displayed power - switch around the
keys for the xbox original card and add Mako engines. - DESIGNER_UI back to the PC version. Looks like it was another mini-game to perform things like activating a mining drill to save Liara. This mod adds full support to the XBOX 360 controller to play Mass Effect 1. The Mass Effect game comes with all the original INTERFACEs of the XBOX controller,
but in a very broken state with some functionality removed. This mod fixes these problems and redirects functions when needed. MOD switches to use all xbox user interfaces, except for mini-games/loads and settings. These exceptions have been adjusted to work with the controller. Installing this mod will disrupt some elements of the keyboard and support
the mouse. The console will work fine. If you want to play with a keyboard and mouse, remove this mod. ME3Explorer Forum link.1.2.2 Release Notes- Removal of MEUITM diesel files and updated instructions. InstallationIMPORTANT: There are two DIRECTORIES. One in your user profile, one in the game catalog. Installation order: ME1 --gt; DLC
(optional) - ME1Controller - MEUITM or other textures (optional)1. Start the game at least once to create game profile settings.2 Remove files from the archive using winrar or 7-zip.3. Copy The contents of Config (Reserve Originals First) to : C: Users (User) If you see default, you're copying it in the wrong place. IMPORTANT: These files are labeled as soon
as read to prevent the game from changing them to launch. If you want to change them, you can change them back to read just before you start game.4. Copy the contents of the Mass Effect catalog to the installation catalog that redefines the originals (First prepare them). These files should override the original Examples of directories :Steam: C: Program
Files (x86)Steam-steamapps-commonorOrigin: C: Program Files (x86)Origin Games5. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to establish aspect solution and relationship to 16:9Common problems- No power wheel appears; I can't put a point in the name. Low sensitivity when aiming; The log entries don't worky copied config correctly, but you haven't overco confed
binary game.- Can't rob containers. You ignored the instructions and you copied the config into the game folder (the one with all the files. They need to be copied into the user profile.- No hint controller at all You haven't copied the config correctly. Or config files are not copied as readonly right click on them and make sure they are labeled as readonly.- The
controller does not work, can not pass the press start. This mod will only work against the main Xinput controller. Check you don't have other XInput wrappers or controllers attached.- Can't disable the vibration controller Disconnecting option doesn't work through the menu. The files from here should help disable the vibrations. - Parts of HUD are cut off. This
mod does not support a 4:3 resolution. Use MassEffectConfig.exe to change to 16:9.- Inverted controls, sensitivity, dead zone. For some reason, some users complain about the inverted control and are unable to change the sensitivity using the method below. Open Configa/BIOInput.ini Ikeun for:Link (Name, XboxTypeS_LeftX, CommandSup StrafeLeftRight
1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_X 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_X 0.35 0.2) Snaps (name XboxTypeS_LeftY, CommandUp MoveForwardBack 1.0 0.2 Repeat TacSel_TalentMode Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_LSTICK_Y -1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis
BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_MOUSE_Y 0.35 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightX, TeamUp Up CameraTurnLeftRight 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_X 1.0 0.2) Snaps (Name XboxTypeS_RightY, TeamUp CameraLookUpDown 1.0 0.2 Repeat GuiAxis BIOGUI_EVENT_AXIS_RSTICK_Y 1.0 0.2) Left for the left stick, right on the right
stick. X for X Axis, Y for Y Axis.Taking first as an example:StrafeLeftRight 1.0 0.2First number is sensitivity. Changing it below 1.0 will reduce sensitivity. Adding a - invert the axis (e.g. -1.0). The second number is the dead zone. Increasing this number will increase the deadzone controller. REMEMBER set the bioinput.ini file back on the read just before you
run the game. Is VideoStill struggling with installation? Try watching this video from Stiff Kun (my thanks). ControlsThis mod uses the same controls as the Xbox 360. You can find them here. Mass Effect 2'3Seste the Xbox 360 MOD Controller for Mass Effect 2 and 3 on moonshine can be found here: Mass Effect 2Mass Effect 3 SettingsIf you want to adjust
the sensitivity of the controller. Open bioinput.ini and modify:LookRightScale-24LookUpScale-20Dossion Y can be inverted in the settings menu. Don't forget file bioinput.ini back in read just before you run the game. Page 12 My games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of
your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 13 This fix makes Mass Effect use raw mouse input and removes the acceleration of mouse games. It is easy to install and use and does not require any external configuration. Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Permits and Credits Credits and Permission to
distribute Assets Other users All assets in this file belong to the author, or from the free use of modde resources Download permission You can not download this file to other sites under any circumstances Change permission You must get permission from me, Before you can change my files to improve its conversion resolution you cannot convert this file to
work on other games under any circumstances Permission to use assets you must get permission from me before you can use any of the assets in this asset permission file in mods/files that are sold you cannot use the assets from that file in any mods/files that are sold, for money, on Steam Workshop or other platforms who earn donation points You must
get permission to receive donation points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not provided any additional notes regarding the permission of the file This author has not credited anyone in this file This mod has not refused in receiving Donation Points Donation As direct donations and premium membership donations accepted by TL;DRThis fix
makes Mass Effect use It is easy to install and use and does not require any external configuration. A quick guide to the beginning: Remove the dinput8.dll file to the game's main folder. For example: C: Program Files (x86)Steamsteamappsgeneral Mass EffectBinary FilesStart the game as you usually do, for example, directly through Steam or
OriginFeatures While mouse controls are quite responsive, the first Mass Effect suffers from mouse acceleration, which cannot be turned off through game settings or with conventional approaches for other unreal Engine 3 games. This fix removes acceleration by acquiring a raw mouse input and typing it directly into the game input function. Its features
include: Raw mouse inputNo additional smoothing or positive/negative mouse accelerationConfiguration through game settings as usualSimple installation and use without any external configurationInstructionsSupported VersionsThis mod is designed for the latest, completely corrected versions of the game and not work when used with old or otherwise
modified executables. InstallThe mod does not make permanent changes to the game or Windows and can be easily removed. Extract file file to your main game folder. For example: C: Program files (x86)SteamsteamappscommonMass EffectBinariesStart the game as you usually do, for example, directly through Steam or OriginUninstallRemove or rename
dinput8.dll from the game folder. Known problems At present there are no known problems with fashion. Additional informationAntivirus SoftwareIns this mod consists of a performing DLL file that uses hacking techniques such as injections and connections, it can be classified as malware antivirus software. In this case, you may want to add an exception rule



to the scanner. If you lack the trust of random people on the internet - and I wouldn't blame you - feel free to use an online virus scanner like VirusTotal to check the file. Downloading other fixes/mods/injectors to enhance compatibility with other mods or injectors that use the DLL wrapper, this fix offers two methods for remotely downloading additional files.
Note that there may still be compatibility issues between different fixes, mods, or injectors that have nothing to do with the download process. File method: Mod will download another dinput8.dll automatically if it has dinput8_Remote.dll. Simply rename the DLL that you want to download accordingly. Using this method will lead to an error if the renamed DLL
itself is not dinput8.dll.Folder: mod also automatically downloads all DLL regardless of their names in the dinput8_Remote of subcateh. Just create an appropriate folder in the fashion installation catalog. This is the only way to download multiple (conflicting) files. Contact and supportIf you like this mod and want to support the development or show your
appreciation with the donation, you can find more information on my website. There you can also learn more about other mods that I have made and the means to contact me if you have a question, want to provide feedback, error reports and suggestions. Historyv1.1 version: Fixed compatibility issues with certain mods and toolsv1.0:Y-axis customization
inversion now works as an intendedUpdated address system to enhance compatibility with modified versions of gameAdded support for remote download of additional DLLs to enhance compatibility with other mods (see. Download other fixes / Fashions /Injectors)v0.6 Beta: The camera will no longer move when the player is in the menuThe fix will now
respect the settings inversion y-axisv0.5.1 Beta - Hotfix:Fixed error, which caused Steam and the retail version to crash on startv0.5 Beta:The fix must now properly work with Origin versions of any regionv0.4 Beta:The DLL can now also be renamed and used as xinput1_3.dll. This is In order to fix compatible with other fixes/mods that also use dinput8.dll for
download (This can now be achieved by remote download. More on downloading other fixes/mods/injectors)v0.3 Beta: Patching the supported version of the version The address known no longer prevents it from being detected correctly. This is necessary in order for the fix to work with certain modsv0.2 Beta:Added support retail version of gamev0.1 Beta:
Page 14 videogame_asset My Games When Logged In, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1090) Page 15 videogame_asset My Games When Logged In, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list
of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 16 videogame_asset My games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 17 videogame_asset My games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be
displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 18 videogame_asset My Games When You Log In, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 19 videogame_asset My games When you
log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 20 videogame_asset My Games When Logged In, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090)
Page 21 videogame_asset My Games When you log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) Page 22 This fix makes Mass Effect use raw mouse input and removes the game's mouse acceleration. It is easy to install and use and does not require
any external configuration. Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Permits and Credits Credits and Permission to distribute Assets Other Users All assets in this file belong to the author, or from the free use of modde resources Download permission You can not download this file to other sites Under any
circumstances Change permission You must get permission from me before you can change my files to improve its conversion permission You can not convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances Permission to use the assets you Get permission from me before you can use any of the assets in this Asset Permit file to use assets in
mods/files that are sold You can't use the assets from that file in any mods/files that are sold, for money, on Steam Workshop or other Asset Resolution platforms to use in mods/files that earn donation points you must have permission to earn Donation Points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not provided any additional notes regarding the
permission of the file This author has not credited anyone in this file This mod is not selected in receiving Donation Points Donations As direct donations and premium membership donations are accepted by TL;DRThis Fix makes Mass Effect use raw mouse input and removes mouse acceleration game. It is easy to install and use and does not require any
external configuration. A quick guide to the beginning: Remove the dinput8.dll file to the game's main folder. For example: C: Program Files (x86)Steamsteamappsgeneral Mass EffectBinary FilesStart the game as you usually do, for example, directly through Steam or OriginFeatures While mouse controls are quite responsive, the first Mass Effect suffers
from mouse acceleration, which cannot be turned off through game settings or with conventional approaches for other unreal Engine 3 games. This fix removes acceleration by acquiring a raw mouse input and typing it directly into the game input function. Its features include: Raw mouse inputNo additional smoothing or positive/negative mouse
accelerationConfiguration through game settings as usualSimple installation and use without any external configurationInstructionsSupported VersionsThis mod is designed for the latest, completely corrected versions of the game and can not work when used with old or otherwise modified executables. InstallThe mod does not make permanent changes to
the game or Windows and can be easily removed. Remove the dinput8.dll file to the game's main folder. For example: C: Program files (x86)SteamsteamappscommonMass EffectBinariesStart the game as you usually do, for example, directly through Steam or OriginUninstallRemove or rename dinput8.dll from the game folder. Known problems At present
there are no known problems with fashion. Additional informationAntivirus SoftwareIns this mod consists of a performing DLL file that uses hacking techniques such as injections and connections, it can be classified as malware antivirus software. In this case, you may want to add an exception rule to the scanner. If you lack the trust of random people on the
internet - and I wouldn't blame you - feel free to use an online virus scanner like VirusTotal to check the file. Downloading other fixes/mods/injectors to enhance compatibility with other mods or injectors that use the DLL wrapper, this fix offers two methods for remotely downloading additional files. Note that there may still be compatibility issues between
different fixes, mods, or injectors that have nothing to do with the download process. File method: Maud download another dinput8.dll automatically if it has dinput8_Remote.dll. Simply rename the DLL that you want to download accordingly. Using this method will result in error if the renamed DLL itself is not dinput8.dll.Folder: mod also automatically
downloads all DLL regardless of their names dinput8_Remote subcateh. Just create an appropriate folder in the fashion installation catalog. This is the only way to download multiple (conflicting) files. Contact and supportIf you like this mod and want to support the development or show your appreciation with the donation, you can find more information on my
website. There you can also learn more about other mods that I have made and the means to contact me if you have a question, want to provide feedback, error reports and suggestions. Historyv1.1 version: Fixed compatibility issues with certain mods and toolsv1.0:Y-axis customization inversion now works as an intendedUpdated address system to
enhance compatibility with modified versions of gameAdded support for remote download of additional DLLs to enhance compatibility with other mods (see. Download other fixes / Fashions /Injectors)v0.6 Beta: The camera will no longer move when the player is in the menuThe fix will now respect the settings inversion y-axisv0.5.1 Beta - Hotfix:Fixed error,
which caused Steam and the retail version to crash on startv0.5 Beta:The fix must now properly work with Origin versions of any regionv0.4 Beta:The DLL can now also be renamed and used as xinput1_3.dll. This is done in order to fix compatible with other fixes/mods that also use dinput8.dll for download (This can now be achieved by remote download.
This is necessary in order for the fix to work with certain modsv0.2 Beta: Added support for the retail version of gamev0.1 Beta: Page 23 videogame_asset My Games When Logged In, you can select up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,090) (1,090)
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